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o  Commentary articles: 1,500 to 2,500 words
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Tables and Illustrations

• Ensure that all tables, fi gures, charts, or other graphics (300 dpi required) are either your 
own original creations or reproduced from noncopyrighted sources. Reproduction of com-
plete graphical units from a copyrighted source requires permission. Otherwise, ASPJ will 
not publish such graphics. 

Items to Accompany the Article

• Include a well-crafted title (12 words or less) and an abstract (200 words or less) that 
include precise keywords or phrases; a biographical sketch of the author(s) (200 words or 
less); and an offi cial photo (head shot). See any of the current articles on the ASPJ-English 
website for examples of these items.

o Keep the title short, and avoid irony when developing your title (search engines do not 
understand semantics—yet). A title that effectively describes the article’s content will 
dramatically increase the prospects for the article being found by a search engine.

o Compose an abstract that (1) engages the reader’s attention, (2) provides a problem 
statement, (3) includes your approach to solve the problem, (4) describes results, and (5) 
summarizes conclusions.

o Use short, precise, simple keywords that facilitate Internet searches, and avoid jargon 
or highly specialized terms that only a few people might use in a search. For example, if 
the article addresses ballistic missile defense policy, then a good keyword phrase would 
be “ballistic missile defense policy.” Choosing the right keywords is central to potential 
readers fi nding your article in Google or a content aggregator when they are conducting 
a keyword search. By thinking like potential  readers, you can better develop a set of 
keywords and phrases that will ensure they fi nd your article. 
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• Be aware that we edit all submissions in accordance with the standards set forth in AU-1, 
Air University Style and Author Guide, based on the Chicago Manual of Style. See http://
www.aupress.au.af.mil/digital/pdf/book/au-1.pdf.

• Articles published in ASPJ-English become part of the public domain. If we accept your 
article, we will submit it to the Air University public affairs offi ce for security and policy 
review prior to publication.


